AUTOMOX SIMPLIFIES SCCM ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT

6 REASONS
WHY AUTOMOX
OUTPERFORMS SCCM.
Yesterday’s endpoint management was never built to meet the evolving demands of today’s remote,
distributed workforces. It’s time to stop using legacy solutions hoping for modern outcomes.
ZERO HASSLES, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND MAINTENANCE

Move beyond the complexities and physical requirements of
legacy on-premises solutions with Automox – cloud-native
endpoint management for any endpoint, anywhere, any time.
Our SaaS platform eliminates the need for hardware, unnecessary software, and even VPN connections, You’ll no longer need
to manage, monitor, and maintain on-site infrastructure.
FASTER, EASIER, AND MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

Automox reduces the time and expense of endpoint management
by up to 80% compared to installing and maintaining a hardwareheavy solution. Automox sets up instantly. Just add endpoints,
assign groups, and automate your customizable policies. There’s
no costly on-premises patching servers and related software
licenses to buy, manage, and version control. With Automox there
are no surprises or hidden fees, unlike SCCM, and you can spend
your resources more efficiently and effectively.
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE AUTOMATION

According to Gartner, cloud services will soon be essential
for 90% of business innovation, particularly when it comes to
expanding on a foundation of automation. If you can imagine
it, Automox can automate it for any internet-connected
endpoint with Automox Worklets™. Since SCCM can only
see and manage endpoints connected to a VPN, this level
of automation in their platform is virtually impossible.
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GREATER AGILITY AND SCALABILITY

Automox is a flexible, extensible platform that easily scales to
meet your rapidly changing endpoint management needs. We
allow you to streamline and simplify patch management within
your SCCM environment. You can customize your product
experience and act proactively – whether that’s mitigating
new vulnerabilities before a patch is published, installing
software packages, or removing a legacy vendor’s footprint —
all through a single agent.
LESS RISK, BETTER RESULTS

Automox eliminates vulnerabilities with zero-touch and sets
the standard for remediating zero-day vulnerabilities within 24
hours, and critical vulnerabilities within 72. Known vulnerabilities are the largest threat vector for organizations today, and the
inability to rapidly remediate when using cumbersome, legacy
platforms is often identified as a root cause for breaches.
MORE COLLABORATIVE

On-premises security solutions that don’t offer cross-platform
support simply won’t work for unifying remote workers and
multi-organizational IT teams. SCCM was built to only support
Windows environments. Automox unites IT teams with industry-leading ease-of-use and works across Windows, macOS,
and Linux, along with a growing library of third-party applications. Only Automox allows for this level of fluid collaboration
for rapid action and response.
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